Abstract -This paper discusses the force multiplier effects resulting operational requirements will be used as the basis of R&M from an operating command perspective whose assets for system specifications to assure that SAC gets the range from intercontinental ballistic missiles to complex com-system it needs. There must, however, be a consensus mand, control, and communication systems. When expressing a among the operating commands, the implementing comneed for new systems, operational commands will state their re-mands, and the contractors as to which terms are to be quirements in operational terms which then must be translated in-used and how these terms are defined. Consequently, SAC to contractual terms. A new office has been formed to insure that supports the Scientific Advisory Board's efforts to recomclear requirements are formed. While forming requirements, mend standardized R&M terms that are meaningful and specific attention must be given to the requirements for ease of teStabl maintenance. The manpower and materials implications of this The competition for scarce resources, coupled with a missile guidance set.
rapidly changing threat, and the expense of redesigning system components make it increasingly difficult to field 1. INTRODUCTION weapon systems which meet their required level of operational capability. However, proper R&M planning SAC's motto -"Peace is our Profession" -throughout the design, test, and production phases will demands that it field systems with the highest possible help insure that weapon systems delivered in the future are reliability and maintainability (R&M) in order to maintain mature and supportable. Improved capabilities can be a credible deterrent force. In addition to its primary mis-achieved when R&M are considered from the inception of sion of nuclear deterrence, SAC must be prepared to res-a new weapon system. SAC formed the new Directorate pond across the entire spectrum of conflict. To do that, the for Requirements Planning, centralizing the requirements weapon systems from high altitude supersonic recon-planning process to make certain that R&M design criteria naissance aircraft, to cold-launched intercontinental are clearly stated in requirements documents using stanballistic missiles (ICBM), to mature fielded systems such as dardized formats and testable performance standards. the B-52 bomber, the KC-135 air refueling tanker, and the When engineers design a system with reliability and mainMinuteman III ICBM -must be able to encounter and tainability in mind, the result can be an effective increase survive difficult operational environments. In addition to in combat capability at little or no additional cost. these front line weapon systems, SAC also operates a vast
The use of 100 percent environmental stress screening array of ground and orbital command, control and com-(ESS) of applicable components is an essential tool to make munication (C3) systems. The mission of deterrence re-systems reliable when delivered. Properly conducted ESS quires great reliability that can be demonstrated on a day-can also have a positive effect on the problem of spares proto-day basis.
visioning for new weapon systems by eliminating defective The Strategic Air Command (SAC) is totally commit-parts before they reach operational status. That is to say, ted to the goals and principles set forth by R&M 2000. ESS identifies defective parts in the factory before they can From its perspective, investments in better reliability and cause critical failures in operational systems. With electronic maintainability can directly improve SAC's readiness and boxes costing in the hundreds of thousands of dollars, SAC combat capability. It needs systems that rarely break, and can ill afford to stockpile excessive spares to overcome poor reliability. ESS can help insure that systems put into serIn addition to designing R&M into new systems, SAC vice will give the required reliability and enable SAC to must also concentrate on improving its fielded systems as reduce its inventory of spare parts. they must last well into the next century. For these systems to continue to provide needed combat capability, they 3. THE M IN R&M must be modernized to keep pace with increased threats and capabilities. It is important that these modifications be Often the emphasis is on the R of R&M, but the M is designed and fielded with R&M in mind, as tremendous equally important. A system can be very reliable, but if it is gains can be realized. For example, one component of the nearly impossible to fix when it does fail, the R&M com-B-52 forward looking infrared radar system, the digital bination has failed. Improved R&M can help achieve real scan converter (DSC), was recently redesigned with R&M manpower savings by decreasing the manhours needed to repair~~~. faldsses.oee, ierlaiiy an being a key consideration. The new DSC was produced repair failed systems. However, like rellab lity, main-with a guaranteed mean time between failures (MTBF) of tainability must be designed into a system up front to 4000 hours compared to the 260 hours MTBF experienced realize these savings. A 
